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　Taking its cue from the three “encounters” in the acceptance of an evolutionary theory, using the evolution 
of “despotism” and the basis of “politics” as keywords, this paper focuses on the Chinese historical accounts 
of Liang Qichao（梁啓超）, which has not been systematically considered up to now, and aims to clarify the 
features thereof.
　Firstly, it analyzes in detail the three “encounters” of Kang Youwei（康有為）̓s “The Thesis on the Three 
Stages to Datong（大同）”, Yan Fu（厳復）̓s “Evolution Theory（天演論）”, and the evolutionary theory via Ja-
pan. Next, it clarifies the concrete application to the Chinese history, as well as the diagram of political sys-
tem evolution presented by Liang Qichao. Furthermore, it considers the proposed new world view based on 
such application, and the discourse on “The Second Warring States Period”. Finally, it casts in sharp relief the 
features of the Chinese historical accounts of Liang Qichao, while comparing the Chinese history discourse 
of Naitō Konan（内藤湖南）, which is widely known through the “Tang-Sung Transition, Modern Sung Dy-
nasty（唐宋変革，宋代近世）” discourse （in short, there was a great transition between the Tang and Sung 
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第 123巻 9・10号（2010年 10月），第 123巻 11・12号（2010年 12月），第 124巻 1・2号（2011年 2月），第


































































をめぐって」（『古代文化』48-2，1996年 2月），包弼徳（Peter K. Bol）著・劉寧訳「唐宋転型的反思　―　以思




い。「唐宋変革」を相対化する立場に立つ研究として，下記のものが代表的である。Robert. M. Hartwell, “De-
mographic, Political and Social Transformations of China 750-1550,” Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies 42, No. 2, 
1982, pp. 365-442. James T. C. Liu, China Turning Inward : Intellectual-Political Changes in the Early Twelfth Cen-
tury, Cambridge, Mass.: Council on East Asian Studies, Harvard University, 1988.（劉子健著・趙冬梅訳『中国転
向内在：両宋之際的文化内向』江蘇人民出版社，2002年。）Peter K. Bol, This Culture of Ours : Intellectual 































































































































ーニ（Giuseppe Mazzini　1805-1872），ガリバルディ（Giuseppe Garibaldi　1807-1882），カヴール（Camillo 
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